Quick Freight Management is formed by a team of well experienced professionals from the logistics
industry in the Asia Pacific. QFM prides in providing personalized freight services that guarantee extra
diligence to transport your goods and comply with all aviation and safety regulations. Our extensive
knowledge of customs regulations and international import/export restrictions help us provide "out-ofthe-box" solutions. We will always identify the right solution to transport your consignments to any part
of the world, no matter how remote it is. Guaranteed, QFM selects the best services for your freight. We
focus on providing maximum transparency, cargo control and flexibility for the whole operation so that
you may alter any arrangements to suit your needs. With our dedicated teams working endlessly to
provide the most cost effective and optimum solutions to our customers, we are now an integral part of
their supply chain process. Our on time, zero defects handling of the logistics of mobile phones including
high value computers and cameras have already earned us a name of ‘Captain’ in the industry.
The encouragement we received for our services and commitment from our customers has motivated us
to explore new ways to serve them with our focus on research and development. Our growth is
organically driven by the requirements of our customers.

Mission:
Our mission, each and every day, is to provide top quality transport and logistics services at costeffective prices, enabling us to deliver consistent value and dependability to all our customers, large and
small.
Vision:
Our vision captures the essence of who we are. Everything we do flows from our vision. We don’t just
happen to be a business that sells Freight, it’s what we’re all about. Our vision is about meeting
customers’ needs and making transportation an easier, cost effective, more enjoyable and worry-free
experience.
QFM Core Values
•

Innovative – Open and creative to customer and employee solutions

•

Quality – Providing value in all that we do

•

Continuous improvement of our people and services

Quick Freight Management is equipped to deliver professional logistic services as we are
organized with the functional set up of Freight Forwarding, Marine, Removals, Exhibition and Events
Division managed by professionals with vast experienced in respective fields.










Ocean Freight
Air Freight
Road Freight
Pharma Logistics
Autmobile Logistics
Q-Couriers
Warehousing & 3PL Solutions
Custom Clearance

Ocean Freight
Quick Freight Management provides wide range of comprehensive sea freight services. With
the strong presence in all major shipping routes around the world, we offer efficient, cost effective and
sustainable sea freight solutions customized to the needs of our customers. Our accumulated experience
and friendly service further ensures seamless and well integrated delivery solutions.










Sea transport on all international routes and to the most suitable ports worldwide
FCL & LCL containers and conventional services
Offer regular liner facilities and schedules
Worldwide multi-modal shipping
Worldwide logistics capabilities
Marine cargo insurance
Premium LTL (less than truck load)
Container loading and unloading
Handling of dangerous goods

LCL Groupage
How often do your partial ocean shipments sit for
extended periods, waiting for enough freight to fill
an ocean container? Get your shipment in transit
the moment it’s ready with Quick Freight Maagement
in-house NVOCC division.
Imports: Through its own offices and worldwide agents’
network, QFM offers weekly LCL services globally. Upon de-consolidation at its multiple bonded CFS
facilities QFM can monitor the product till it is safely delivered to the client’s broker or representative.
Exports: QFM offering weekly consolidation services to the entire Upper Gulf, Indian Sub-Continent, Red
Sea and Mediterranean ports. We have earned a favorable reputation for timely deliveries, using only
the most reliable liner services.

Air Freight
Quick Freight Management handles all shipments with care and according to the requirements of the
customers. Our global network of strategic long time partners allows us to offer competitive rates and
best services for all the air freight shipments. Our teams operating worldwide are committed to
guarantee that your shipments reach their destination, promptly, safely and most economically.
QFM Staying true to its mission, QFM remains committed to their clients and overseas partners. QFM is
totally dedicated to making its air freight service competitive, but without compromising on quality,
Shipments can be delivered to any city in any country across all continents, whenever the client needs it.
QFM operates chartered flights to destinations across the Middle East and Russia.
In addition to that, strategic relationships with all carriers flying into and out of the Pakistan ensure an
obvious cost benefit. This benefit is passed on to the client in the form of cost-effective solutions.
However, a high level of service is always maintained.
Our Air Freight Services includes:










Fast, efficient and reliable supply chain
Daily Departures
International charter flights for large consignments
Export documentation
Import & Export handling and consolidation
Interior cargo forwarding services
Contract with major international carriers
Marine cargo insurance
Cost effective air and sea combination

Road Freight
Our highly experienced and well-trained team take full responsibility of transporting your goods from
pre-logistics planning to the final destination delivery. In the process we maintain the time line with
quality service to satisfy customer’s expectations and beyond.
Our Surface Transport Services include:











Door to Door delivery
Daily Departures
Online Track & Trace through tracking devices
Owned and outsourced fleet of trucking to meet and ensure the stringent time lines
Transport solutions according to individual customer’s needs
Excellent knowledge of road and border customs clearances across GCC countries
Dedicated and knowledgeable personnel with accumulated several years of experience
Twenty-five heavy duty trailers for inland transportations
20”ft / 40”ft / 45”ft / flatbed trailers capable catering to mobilize heavy weight and oversize
cargo
Transport Insurance

Pharma Logistics
Pharmaceutical freight is a service that comes with many challenges; however, in collaboration with
renowned international partners, QFM is able to provide reliable, comprehensive, around the clock,
integrated door-to-door pharmaceutical transportation solutions.
TRUST, it’s why more leading pharmaceutical companies rely on QFM than any other logistics company
in the world. Companies trust us as a crucial part of their clinical trial and commercial supply chain
because they value the peace of mind that comes with our unsurpassed knowledge, global reach and
flawless execution.




Worldwide transportations
Packaging & Refrigerated movement from all over the world.
Pharmaceuticals Storage & Distribution

Automotive Logistics
Whether is delivering safely and economically a luxury, sports, racing vehicle or an entire commercial
fleet, we have the in house expertise of a dedicated team to ensure that the transfer is uneventful,
aiming to over-deliver to our customers. Whether is an urgent or highly confidential transfer, a delicate
handling, a sea, air or land transport of an automobile or a fleet, we have the skills, tools and partners to
do it. We can configure loads at any location globally, analyses options and offer our clients the most
effective and reliable alternative.
We have demonstrated continuous delivery of our promises and high degree of trustworthiness and
dependability. With high transparency during the entire shipping process from our auto handling
dedicated team, QFM promises a safe, reliable and cost effective service.
The services include:







Air/sea/land automobiles handling
Single units or by the truckload
Transportation for any regular or oversized vehicle
Transportation for inoperable vehicles
Door-to-door pickup and delivery service
Transportation to and from all auto exhibitions, races, auctions etc.

Q-Couriers
Courier services are a more specialized delivery service that businesses and individuals turn to when they
need a package or a document to reach its destination quickly. While regular mail services can also
deliver packages rapidly, they cannot guarantee same day delivery or overnight delivery as the case may
be. The term courier service´ can refer to every form of delivery or transport service ranging from a small,
local operation to an international network servicing millions daily using a fleet of trucks, planes, trains
and ships.
QFS handles all shipments with care and according to the requirements of the customers. Our global
network & associations of strategic long time partners allows us to offer competitive rates and best
services for all the courier shipments. Our teams operating worldwide are committed to guarantee that
your shipments reach their destination, promptly, safely and most economically.
Q-Couriers provides daily direct delivery services to below destinations.





Direct from Pakistan to Dubai
Direct from Pakistan to United Kingdom
Direct from Pakistan to United States of America
Direct from Pakistan to Hong Kong & Singapore

Warehousing & 3PL Solutions
Warehousing is an extremely dynamic service, wherein each client demands a tailor made solution for
his/her business model. QFM gets involved in the early stages to assist the client to select the best model
to further their business. Our facilities are strategically located near the ports with other shared facilities.
In addition to keeping the operation costs low, the location serves to provide easy and ready access to
our clients.
Through a network of domestic and international partners, we can design and build a truly global
program that involves trucking, airfreight, rail and sea shipping solutions to meet specifically our
customers’ needs. This partnership along with our own transportation assets, guarantees delivery in an
efficient manner. It also provides direct access to major airports and airlines.
Our expertise involves the following:




Bonded and Non-bonded warehousing
Warehousing for inventory management
Warehousing for pharma logistics and temperature controlled shipments

Custom Clearance
Since our inception, we have been continuously growing as trustworthy and popular customs broking
agents, offering world class customs clearing services. It is our endeavor to enhance our customer’s
satisfaction by offering them the right solution at the right time.
QFM offering unparalleled, world-class customs clearing services from Pakistan and our key
competencies include:
Experienced and dedicated department handling only customs clearance and related issues




Team entirely up to date with the customs regulations by actively attending relevant trainings
and seminars
Reconciliation of the contract after completion of import
Dedicated staff at airport & seaport customs to meet contingencies

Global Network
Through our global network, we understand the local needs, and offer a truly unrivalled local based
service to a far reaching global scale of international proportion. Our mission is to continually build the
best worldwide forwarder network and to partner with our members to increase business and market
awareness.

Head Office
Quick Freight Management
Suite # 120, 1st Floor Anum Blessing
KCHS Block 7/8 PECHS Karachi, Pakistan
Tel No. +92 21 34383257 (Main Line)
Fax No. +92 21 34383255
Email: info@quick-fm.com
Branch Office
Azmat House
32-David Road, Lahore Pakistan
Tel # +92-42-36367808
Email: lahore@quick-fm.com
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